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(R6) 20:05 NEWMARKET, 1m 2f 

Bestwestern.co.uk Handicap (Class 4) (3YO only) 

No(Dr) Silk Form Horse Details Age/Wt Jockey/Trainer OR

1 (10) 822-23 BLAME CULTURE (USA) 16 
b c Blame - Pearl In The Sand

3 9 - 7 Daniel Muscutt
G G Margarson

80

Jockey Colours: Emerald green, red diamond, sleeves and cap
Timeform says: Again found just one too good on return at Lingfield (1¼m, AW). However,
too free for his own good back on turf at Yarmouth recently and doesn't look look especially
well treated now handicapping.  (Forecast 19.00)

Notes: 

2 (2) 132 MORNING SKYE (IRE) 15 D BF 
b c Famous Name - Agnetha

3 9 - 5 James Doyle
Hugo Palmer

78

Jockey Colours: White, black seams, white sleeves, black stars, white cap, black star
Timeform says: Winning debut at Newcastle (10.2f) in March but has failed to progress
subsequently and looks vulnerable now making the move into handicap company.
(Forecast 15.00)

Notes: 

3 (6) 722 SPORTSWRITER 59 
b g Iffraaj - Sunday Times

3 9 - 4t1p W Buick
C Appleby

77

Jockey Colours: Royal blue
Timeform says: Green on debut and subsequent near misses over this trip at Newcastle and
Lingfield represented steps in the right direction. Tongue strap applied now handicapping and
remains open to improvement.  (Forecast 5.00)

Notes: 

4 (9) 16625-2 MIDNIGHT WILDE 11 
gr g Poet's Voice - Si Belle

3 9 - 3 S De Sousa
J Ryan

76

Jockey Colours: White, black cross of lorraine
Timeform says: Won 7f Yarmouth minor event in August and good start to this season when
going close over C&D 11 days ago. Form figures when partnered by De Sousa read 122 and
he's a big player off the same mark.  (Forecast 4.33)

Notes: 

5 (8) 01-3360 SHUHOOD (IRE) 28 
b g Tamayuz - Walayef

3 9 - 1 P Mathers
Ian Williams

74

Jockey Colours: Red, large white spots, black cap
Timeform says: Redcar novice winner for Richard Hannon during the autumn. Decent efforts
on AW initially for this yard but has struggled returned to turf the last twice and needs to
bounce back.  (Forecast 29.00)

Notes: 

6 (4) 0136-7 BERINGER 12 
b g Sea The Stars - Edaraat

3 9 - 1 M Harley
A King

74

Jockey Colours: Yellow, black cross of lorraine, yellow sleeves, black stars, black cap
Timeform says: Winner of Salisbury minor event (7f) in July and, having undergone wind
surgery during the winter, he shaped pretty well upped to this trip on return at Goodwood 12
days ago. Place possibilities.  (Forecast 13.00)

Notes: 

7 (5) 44-8 GRANDSCAPE 71 
b g Lemon Drop Kid - Unnatural

3 9 - 0 Andrea Atzeni
E A L Dunlop

73

Jockey Colours: White, red chevron, hooped sleeves, red cap
Timeform says: Plenty of promise when fourth in 7f turf maidens during the autumn. Failed
to build on those efforts on Kempton return but gelded since and may do better now upped in
trip on this handicap debut.  (Forecast 12.00)

Notes: 
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8 (1) 86-613 APACHE BLAZE 16 D 
b f Champs Elysees - Polar Circle

3 8 - 11 Gabriele Malune (5)
Robyn Brisland

70

Jockey Colours: Dark green, yellow cross belts, halved sleeves, dark green and black hooped cap
Timeform says: Left previous form behind when successful on handicap bow at Nottingham
(10.2f). Proved that no fluke when third over the same C&D next time but further progress
needed in what looks a stronger race.  (Forecast 11.00)

Notes: 

9 (7) 948-6 WHITEHALL 33 
b g Dansili - Majestic Roi

3 8 - 10v1 R L Moore
Sir Michael Stoute

69

Jockey Colours: Light blue, dark blue armlets, dark blue cap
Timeform says: Signs of ability at 2 yrs and shaped well when blinkered on return/handicap
debut at Wolverhampton (9.5f). Sports a visor this time and further improvement likely now
switched to a stiffer track.  (Forecast 5.50)

Notes: 

10 (3) 5-22430 LOVE RAT 20 
b g Mawatheeq - Watersilk

3 8 - 9p1 Nicola Currie (5)
S Dixon

68

Jockey Colours: Royal blue and pink stripes
Timeform says: Appears to have gone the wrong way following a fairly promising start to his
career, finishing stone last on handicap/turf debut at Doncaster (10.2f, soft). Now tried in
cheekpieces.  (Forecast 41.00)

Notes: 

TIMEFORM VIEW: MIDNIGHT WILDE may lack the long-term potential of some of these but he's
nevertheless very appealing, having failed by a whisker off this mark in what was arguably a stronger
race on his C&D reappearance. There should be better to come from Whitehall, who stayed on well
from a poor position at Wolverhampton and he is feared most ahead of handicap debutants
Sportswriter and Grandscape.
 
Timeform 1-2-3:  
1: MIDNIGHT WILDE (4) 
2: WHITEHALL (9) 
3: SPORTSWRITER (3)


